
 

GEORGE 4 PRES(ident)
WHY am I running? 

•Something I have wanted to do for ages 
•Have a genuine and infectious (not glandular fever) love for the 

club and am highly committed to ensuring its success for the future 
•Want to be able give new members the same amazing 

experience I’ve been able to enjoy and improve it 
•Want to uphold and reinforce WarwickSnow’s reputation as one 

of the best clubs on campus! 
•Its a responsibility I can definitely handle and will do so with 

pride (gay rights)

Why should you vote for ME? 
•As one of the most committed members of the club, you can trust 

that I will put in a sustained amount of time and effort required to 
lead the exec and steer the club in the right direction 

•My enthusiasm and positivity will mean I can be a keep the Exec 
team on task and motivated throughout the year as well as 
maintain a strong relationship with the SU and Sports Exec 

•Never miss a social + Competed at every Kings + Been regularly 
to trainings, taster sessions and beginner lessons + Tour promo as 
Tour Bitch + 4 tours and counting = Widely encompassing 
knowledge of all areas of the club! 

•Have always been about inclusivity and will be mindful of 
wellbeing and a source of support for our members in everything

What do I want to bring to the club? 
•More of a reciprocal and transparent relationship between Exec and members: polls 

for members to vote on ideas for merch/circle themes/, etc. More perks in general for 
members: Exclusive merch, early tour booking codes, and discounted prices for stuff 

•Push for involvement in other sports clubs’ charity events (+ host our own?), visibility 
weeks etc. to highlight our inclusivity to everyone on campus; make our achievements 
more tangible with an ongoing counter of money raised for charity (also = more 
funding for us and a stronger relationship with other sports clubs + Sports Exec) 

•Build on the record success of Val Disere (yes thats how u spell it) and investigate ways 
to make Tour bigger and better through a creative marketing plan and promo events, 
questionnaires on how we can improve tour and which marketing methods work best 
for future exec 

•Sort out storage :( though this gets said every year, there are simple things we can do 
even if its not possible to completely overhaul - e.g. assigning club skis and poles to 
members to look after and bring to competitions so we don’t constantly have to beg 
campus security to give us the keys (angry reacc) 

•Reinforce the fact that we are a SPORTS CLUB; help captains to hold training at 
regular, predictable intervals, and have proper tryouts, coached sessions and assigned 
teams. Incentivise competitive involvement with things like racing jackets/jerseys for 
competitors (can be organised with Publicity Sec) 

•More aggressive presence on campus and social media - using the fatass gazebo/ all 
the promo resources we have/ provided by NUCO/ sponsors, to their full advantage  

•Potential for new events e.g. a Player Auctions, a Domestic Tour (just a seshy weekend 
a la other sports clubs to boost membership and align ourselves with other sports 
clubs) ALSO BUDS = marketed as Dom tour 

These are some of my ideas - Yes, I know there are a lot, soz,  but I want 
to be ambitious and ensure that together, the 2020/21 Exec really make a 
big difference for our members in every aspect of the club.  

PS: there are 3 Taylor Swift 
album titles hidden in this 
manifesto; can you find 
them? :O (can count the 

number of you who will try 
on one hand)

A lover of tour

Proving my organisational and 
educational genius at ski skewl

The birth of Snowports 
(circa 1989, colourised)


